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WISDOM TEACHINGS FROM ARCHANGEL MICHAEL * JUNE 2020   

  TRANSMITTED THROUGH RONNA * SACRED SCRIBE 
YOU, THE WAYSHOWERS, ARE THE HOPE OF THE FUTURE 

  
Beloved masters, it is imperative that you understand the critical nature of the dramatic, 

accelerated and swiftly changing times you are now experiencing. You are in the final 
stages of a specific unit of time, and you all have been subject to a unique system of 

rules. Total free will was deemed to be a great gift; however, it became a great burden 

as humanity sank into the broad spectrum of duality, which has resulted in great pain 
and suffering.  

 
There was a non-interference clause written in the rules, and the specified time for this 
particular phase of Creation had to be played out before our Father/Mother God could 

declare: 
 
“It is enough! It is time to intercede! There will be a Divine Dispensation for those who 
are striving to attain Self-mastery, and the Spiritual Hierarchy and the Angelic Kingdom 
are authorized to give assistance in whatever way is appropriate within the framework 

of Cosmic Law.”  
 
The Law of Grace exists as the higher frequencies of Karmic Law, and it will, henceforth, 

apply to the emerging group of World Servers as well as the aspirants and disciples on 
the path of ascension. 
 

As this particular era comes to a close, there will be a new system of rules and laws 
which will apply to all emerging Spiritual-Human Beings. A new expanded cycle of 

Creation is in progress, and all of you who are striving to attain a unified state 

consciousness will be designated as cocreators of the future. As a Ray of God Light, your 
Divine Mission is to expand the borders of God-consciousness. Your goal is to become a 

master of manifestation, drawing forth the Essence of Creation, activating it within your 
Sacred Heart, and via specific thoughts from within your Sacred Mind, molding the God 

Substance into an endless variety of forms. Thus, you become a true extension of our 
Father/Mother God.  
 

You, the wayshowers, are the hope of the future. You are laying the foundation for a 
new social order. It is vitally important that you walk the middle path. A Self-master 

does not take sides, neither for nor against the conflicts that are presently raging around 
the world. Your personal power is most effective when you stay centered within your 

Sacred Heart and you are guided by the wisdom of your Sacred Mind. Your stance should 
always be that of good will, and your platform should be for the greatest good of all.  
 

As you actively seek en-Lighten-ment and strive to return to balance and harmony 
within, it is important that you become aware of certain karmic limitations which your 

Soul has accepted as a learning experience in this lifetime. There are specific limitations 
and conditions that cannot be changed, and the lesson is to accept them gracefully and 
to strive for excellence within the framework of the boundaries that have been imposed 

upon you – not as a punishment, but as an opportunity to balance discordant energy and 
thought patterns. However, we wish to emphasize, this lifetime is unique for every Soul 

on Earth, and no matter what circumstances you were born into, there is an opportunity 
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for greatness and a reservoir of knowledge and talents needed to attain Self-mastery. 
You were designed to be a master of manifestation, a cocreator with God-given abilities. 

  
The first step is realizing that you have programmed within your DNA Genius Potential 

and a broad spectrum of talents and abilities. You chose, before you incarnated, a set of 
circumstances with specific abilities which are more readily available than others.  
However, even though the full range of your gifts and talents is held in reserve, you 

have the ability to bring them to the fore so that you may begin to actualize, integrate 
and use them. 

 
You must have access to the higher Dimensional levels of the brain in order to make 
contact with your Soul-Self and the Beings of the higher realms. Your brain is composed 

of multiple levels of consciousness. The lower brain and the three lower chakras are the 
realm of humanity’s animal-human consciousness. It is mostly instinctive, drawing much 

of its information from the collective consciousness of the astral plane as well as from 
the Earth’s consciousness. Survival and the ego desire body are in control of the masses’ 
thoughts and desires, and thus form the prevalent picture of reality. The focus is on the 

external, material world and on service to Self. 

 

As your consciousness moves into the mid-level brain activity, you begin the process of 
becoming a Spiritual-human Being, and your feeling nature will gradually move upward 

to incorporate the heart and the throat chakra. A gradual awakening process begins as 
your Soul nudges you onto the path of awareness, and the journey of Ascension begins. 
An aspirant on the path must traverse the astral plane and gain control of the emotional 

and astral body – the lower nature (the three lower chakra centers) – which will open 
the pathway to the refined frequencies of cosmic truth via your Higher Self, guides, 

teachers and angelic helpers. Harmlessness in thought, word and deed with focused 
observation abilities are important traits of a Self-master. You must clear the mind of 
distorted, negative, defeating thoughts before you can become a transmitter of Light into 

the darkness and distortion of the lower Dimensions. 
 

It is important that you understand: as your frequency patterns or Soul Song become 
more refined, your attitudes and comprehension will attune to higher and higher levels of 
consciousness. Your Etheric Body will gradually change as well, and it will begin to 

respond to the higher frequency energies. Service to Self gradually evolves into a desire 
to fulfill your Divine Mission and to undertake group service. 

 
As an en-Lighten-ed Being, you begin to build a bridge of consciousness back into the 
higher realms of this Sub-universe. This pathway was called the Antakarana in ancient, 

esoteric teachings, and is sometimes known as the Rainbow Bridge currently.  
  

In order to return to Self-mastery, you must learn to use the three aspects of your 
mental nature: the brain, the mind and the Soul. You must also clear the negative 
distortions of the subconscious mind, and attune the conscious mind to your Soul-Self, 

so that the wisdom of your Soul and Higher Self can begin to flow throughout your four 
lower-bodily systems.  

 
Remember, every atom and all your physical Being have consciousness; they must be 
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en-Lighten-ed and attuned to the higher frequency patterns of Ascension. You are made 
of Divine Essence. You are a Spark – a Fragment – of the Supreme Creator. You have 

latent powers that must be acknowledged and developed. There is a great need for 
humanity to refresh its Spiritual memory and to develop the powers of a Master of 

Light.  
 
The Antakarana is composed of many sub-tributaries or streams of Light, which will 

ultimately strengthen and magnify the connections between the many Facets of Self 
and your OverSoul Higher Self, and ultimately your Sacred Triad that awaits you in the 

lowest sub-level of the Fifth Dimension. These streams of Light have consciousness, and 
they contain the intelligence of your multiple levels of Self which reside in the higher 
Realms. As we have told you, your subconscious mind is becoming conscious, and your 

conscious mind is opening up to the wisdom of your Superconscious mind, which 
contains the mysteries of this Sub-universe.  

 
You, the aspirants on the Path, are becoming proficient at building and using multiple 
Pyramids of Light and Power in the Fifth Dimension as you slowly but surely become 

acclimated to a lower Fifth-Dimensional environment. Many of you have opened the 
pathways to the Cities of Light so that you may gradually incorporate higher and more 

refined frequencies of Light.  You are also preparing yourselves to interact on a regular 
basis with the many Facets of your Higher Self and the great Beings of Light. 

 
It is time for the next step in the Ascension process to begin, and many of the advanced 
aspirants on the Path are already becoming proficient and engrossed in the procedures.  

At this time, there is no question that those who are in any way advanced in spiritual 
consciousness are having their awakening and evolution process hastened as never 

before in the history of the Earth. This step is imperative so that more and more of you 
may act as transmitters and interpreters of Universal Law and Cosmic Truth. 
 

The call for reunification is beginning for many of you, whereby your refined Soul Song 
is reaching various members of your OverSoul-Higher Self. As you refine your 

vibrational patterns and your Energetic Signature reaches a certain level of harmony, 
your Soul Song will begin to reverberate out into and through the Fourth, into the Fifth, 
and for some of you, possibly even into the Sixth Dimension. As a result, via Streams of 

Light, you will begin to connect with the auric fields of some of the Soul Fragments of 
your Higher Self.   

 
Slowly, these blessed Facets of your Self are becoming aware of you, and gradually, 
they will begin the process of exchanging Memory Seed Atoms of higher consciousness 

with you. Those whose resonance is lower than yours will fall into line within the 
appropriate Dimensional level below you, while those who are on the Path ahead of you 

will slowly move closer within the column of Light above you. You will also be moving 
laterally, as well as higher, into the refined realms as all of the Fragments of your 
Higher OverSoul Self gradually begin the process of moving closer and closer to your 

central column of Divine Light.   
 

For some of you this information will be confusing; however, many of you are 
experiencing this process in varying degrees during your nightly sojourns or in 
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meditation. Therefore, we wish to give you a basic understanding of what is taking 
place at the various levels of the Ascension process. We will discuss this further and in 

more depth in the near future. 
 

As you study and delve into the mysteries of Cosmic Truth, you will begin to build a 
reservoir of knowledge which you can draw upon when needed. Also, as you gain 
further access to your Sacred Mind, it will seem as if you have tapped into a Cosmic 

source of information. However, in the beginning, it will be your own ancient, extensive 
past that has been made available to you. You will become increasingly sensitive to 

ideas, concepts and complex information, and you will gain the ability to tap into this 
rich storehouse of information at will.  
  

As you evolve and become skillful at sharing your wisdom with others, you will become 
increasingly sensitive to the subtle messages, concepts and ideas from your guides, 

teachers, angelic helpers and the en-Lighten-ed Beings from the higher realms. When 
you have turned the information you have garnered into wisdom, and you have become 
a living example of each new, advanced level of consciousness, you will then be 

qualified to teach the concepts to others. You must experience that which you teach and 
become a shining example, which is the most effective way to get the attention of 

others. 
 

Remember, my brave ones, in every era and major cycle, Cosmic Wisdom and Divine 

Truth are made available to those with open minds and loving hearts. Submission to the 
Will of our Father/Mother God means adherence to the Universal Laws as they are 

revealed to you.  A Self-master always strives to make the highest choices, has a 
burning desire to serve others, and is always responsible for their own actions. We see 

the Light expanding and gaining strength in many places around the world.  
 
We also see your radiance and influence growing, and you are making a positive impact 

on more lives than ever before. You must remain heart-centered and Soul-focused as 
the chaos and fear grow and spread throughout the planet. We have now joined forces 

and we are and ever will be invincible, for we are fulfilling a Divine mandate from our 
Father/Mother God. Eternal love, protection and blessings are yours, now and forever 
more. I AM Archangel Michael.  

 
Transmitted through Ronna Vezane   *STAR*QUEST* www.StarQuestMastery.com 

As transmitter of this article I, Ronna Herman Vezane, claim the universal copyright in the 
name of Archangel Michael. Personal sharing with friends, or posting on websites and in 
publications is permitted as long as the information is not altered, excerpted or added to, and 
credit of authorship and my website address is included:  www.StarQuestMastery.com   

 

SPRING SPECIAL:  BOOK FIVE ** REVEALED COSMIC TRUTHS FOR ASCENDING HUMANITY **  

Archangel Michael shares with us some of the universal wisdom teachings that were originally 

reserved for only the most advanced initiates in the retreats and secret wisdom schools. The 
Crystalline Grid System * How to anchor the higher frequencies from the Fifth-Dimensional 
Celestial Cities of Light in order to create an environment of peace, beauty and abundance. * The 
River of Love/Life * Adamantine Particles: What they are and how to use them. Violet Flame 
meditations and much more cutting edge information.   6 X 9 SOFT COVER PAPERBACK ** 
$18.00 plus S&H * (Regular price: 25.00) 
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** REFERENCE & REVELATIONS * GLOSSARY & ILLUSTRATIONS * Companion STUDY MANUAL for 
Archangel Michael's messages. This booklet contains in-depth descriptions of the most important 
words and terms that AA Michael has used in his messages over the past sixteen years.  

e-BOOK $15.00 
** YOUR SACRED QUEST© ** ARCHANGEL MICHAEL’S THIRD BOOK OF TRANSFORMATIONAL 
MESSAGES. A treasure chest of vital information, which is necessary for integrating and perfecting the 

skills of Self Mastery.  e-BOOK: $15.00 
**SCRIPTING YOUR DESTINY© ** This STUDY MANUAL incorporates all of the major techniques and 
tools, as well as many meditations. It is a compilation of some of Archangel Michael’s most powerful 

teachings. e-BOOK: $15.00 
     
** UNIFIED CREATOR SPIRITUALITY© * BOOK ONE ** CO-AUTHORED BY: KEVIN ADAM & RONNA HERMAN 

VEZANE explains the concepts given in Archangel Michael’s messages in a clear and easy to 
understand way. This Spiritual Digest of the latest complex spiritual concepts and universal laws has 
been designed to assist the reader to quickly comprehend, integrate and live the powerful new wisdom 
teachings of our forthcoming Fifth-Dimensional reality.    $22.00 plus S&H 
 
OUR INFINITE POWER **BOOK TWO ** CO-AUTHORED BY KEVIN ADAM AND RONNA HERMAN VEZANE **  
Humanity is changing. Spirituality is changing. It’s time for more people to join those who have taken 
the steps to achieve Self-mastery and live the Creator’s plan for us. Our Infinite Power shares essential 
insights you need to know, and detailed “how-to” for many important aspects of spiritual growth. 
$22.00 plus S&H   

**If you wish to have a personal COSMIC message from ARCHANGEL MICHAEL with your book, 
please add $77 *(Offered only with the purchase of one of Ronna’s books) Only one personal 
message per person.  To order:   www.StarQuestMastery.com 


